Prom the point of view of the present paper also the results obtained for « real in the class S^ by Z.J.Jskubowski ( [4] , [5] , [6]) and R.Guzek [3] seem to be interesting.
In this paper, functional (1) defined in the family £ is considered for any complex « .
H.Siejka
In ovder to estimate this functional, the variational method ic sppiied. In particular, use is made of the general equation for c-'tremal functions, obtained by Z.Charzyilski [1], Funda:as nt al the orem 1. To begin with, we shall make a few general observations essential to our further considerations.
llote that, for each M > 1, the family S^ is compact, whereas functional (1)-continuous. So, for every fixed complex number a , there exists a function of the class S^ for which this functional attains its maximum.
Moreover, together with every function f(z), to the class i6 i8 S M also belongs the function e f(e z), 0e/? . Hence it appears that the maximum of functional (1) coincides in this class with the maximum of the functional (2) 5(F) = re(a 3 -<xa 2 2 ), which allows us to confine the considerations to investigating the latter. Prom the Charzynski theorem [l] it follows' directly that each function w = f(z) extremal with respect to functional (2) satisfies the following differential-functional aquation 7= a^ -ota 2 .
Functions (4) and (5) are non-negative on the circles | w| = Li", |z| =1, respectively, and each of the two functions has on the respective circle at least one double zero. Besides, from their forms it follows that, if OT(w 0 ) = 0, then 3K ("=~) (4) and (8) as well as of (5) (7) and (11) that, in order to determine the maximum of functional (2), it is necessary to find relations between r and a, M. For the purpose, let us notice that if, for given « and M >1, the function w = f(z) is an extremal function with respect to functional (2), so is the function (12) g(z) = -f(-z), where the branch of' the logsritha is eo chosen that, for z = 0, it assumes the value zero, while C is a constant.
Expanding the left-hand si-Js of equation (16) Moreover, from (17) it follows that re = re ^ , v/hence, in view of (6), (10) Prom (20) it follows that the point w = r is not an interior point of the domain f(K), for if it were, the right-hand side of (20) would have a root at some interior point of the disc K. Since f(0) = 0, therefore, proceeding analogously as in 2., after suitable transformations we obtain, by (20), the equation
W--where = M, log 1 = 0, and C stands for a constant.
Expanding the left-hand side of equation (21) in a power series in a neighbourhood of the point z = 0 and comparing the absolute terms, we shall obtain (22) C = a P -Jr + + % -2 cob y log ^ " g r + ^ M 2rM 4rM
? </r ^ + 2 cos y/ log ^ ~r + 2i( 4» cos i f/ -sin (p ). i 3 On the other hand, since there exists a point z = e , Se<0, 2*0, such that f(z ) = -M e 1 * [1] , therefore from 0 0 equation (21) Consequently, from (22) and (6) we get (24) C = i ^ im 2Mh-ot) + 2 4/ cos ty -2sin .
In view of (23), (10), (6), from (22) 4. Let us finally consider the case when y, $ e <0, , 9 6(0,1), ce(0,M). In this case im 0, whereas equation (3) takes the form
Besides, it follows from (7) and (11) 
where C is a constant,
with that p(o) =9, P(0) = y • Equation (29) determines the hclo.norphic function in the domain K = K -< 9e" 11 '', e" 11 ''), for ill singularities of the functions occurring in this equation are removable. Choose the branches of logarithms so that log 1 = 0. Since if z -9 e -'*" 1 '', then w therefore, passing in (29) to the limit with z --9
with the branches thus chosen we get C = 0.
Uert, expanding both sides of equation (29) in a. power series in E neighbourhood of" the point z = 0 and comparing the absolute terras, we obtain
with that B is expressed by formula (30). In view of (6), (10) and (30), equation (31) Denote now by E^ (M fixed) a set of points a of the complex plane C, consisting of: 1° closed segments parallel to the axis re « = 0, such that their terminal points, for a ¿rea ¡s 1 (see (43)), lie on the circle K^, whereas for ^<reot<;a, on the curves P (see (43J) and P , with that a is a point of the curve P if and only if the point of is a point of the curve P, 2° the half-line iji a = 0, re « i 1, 3° the half-line iro <x = 0, re <x < . Let next EM = C -E.'t. 5. In the examinations carried out so far, we have considered all possible forms of differential-functional equation (3) . At presentt we shall proceed to proving the basic the ore m.
To that end, we shall introduce, with any fixed M > 1, the following notation: 
